Gobos for Health

Black & White/1-Color Designs

- RHealth #4: Must Wear Mask to Enter
- RHealth #5: Wash Your Hands
- RHealth #10: Mind the Space 6 Feet
- RHealth #11: Wear Your Protective Gear
- RHealth #12: Curbside Pickup Here
- RHealth #15: Support Our Healthcare Heroes
- RHealth #19: Mind the Space 2 Metres
- RHealth #20: Keep Your Distancing
- RHealth #21
- RHealth #22
Gobos for Health

2-Color Designs

- KEEP YOUR DISTANCE (RHealth #1)
- I ❤️ UK (RHealth #2*)
- I ❤️ DETROIT (RHealth #3*)
- CURBSIDE PICKUP (RHealth #6)
- FACE MASK PROTECTION REQUIRED (RHealth #7)
- WE'RE IN THIS TOGETHER (RHealth #8)
- WE ARE ALL IN THIS together (RHealth #23)
- VISITORS CHECK-IN HERE (RHealth #24)
- HAND SANITIZER DISPENSER HERE (RHealth #25)

*Can customize city, state, region, country